Abstract-The use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for guiding robotic surgical devices has shown great potential for performing precisely targeted and controlled interventions. To fully realize these benefits, devices must work safely within the tight confines of the MRI bore without negatively impacting image quality. Here we expand on previous work exploring MRI guided robots for neural interventions by presenting the mechanical design and assessment of a device for positioning, orienting, and inserting an interstitial ultrasound-based ablation probe. From our previous work we have added a 2 degree of freedom (DOF) needle driver for use with the aforementioned probe, revised the mechanical design to improve strength and function, and performed an evaluation of the mechanism's accuracy and effect on MR image quality. The result of this work is a 7-DOF MRI robot capable of positioning a needle tip and orienting it's axis with accuracy of 1.37 ± 0.06mm and 0.79
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• ± 0.41
• , inserting it along it's axis with an accuracy of 0.06 ± 0.07mm, and rotating it about it's axis to an accuracy of 0.77
• ± 1.31
• . This was accomplished with no significant reduction in SNR caused by the robot's presence in the MRI bore, ≤ 10.3% reduction in SNR from running the robot's motors during a scan, and no visible paramagnetic artifacts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stereotactic neurosurgery is a procedure in which a 3-dimensional image of the brain is used to guide the precise placement of needles or probes for therapeutic or diagnostic purposes. The positioning and insertion of these probes is typically conducted manually with the help of a stereotactic frame following registration from images taken using a CT or MRI scanner. Recently, work has been conducted towards using devices to help perform stereotactic procedures with the patient inside the MRI bore. For example, the commercially available ClearPoint R System by MRI Interventions, Inc. enables probe manipulation inside the MRI using a manually actuated Bowden cable system. Similarly, the NeuroBlate R by Monteris Medical Corp. uses a cable-actuated 2-DOF needle driver to insert and rotate a probe, with an added motorized motion.
The ability to manipulate probes with the patient inside the MRI bore opens up unique possibilities such as guiding procedures based on real-time MRI imaging. One application of procedures guided by real-time MRI is to provide precise Our neuro-surgery robot in a 60cm diameter MRI bore with patient placed in the supine position. A base platform is attached to the MRI bed onto which the patient's head is affixed. The robot is slid onto the platform and connected to it's controller using a single 144 conductor cable. thermal doses to deep brain tumors using needle-based ablative methods. The ability to generate temperature maps using shifts in the MRI phase mapping is well known [1] [2] . Combining this mapping with a directional ablation pattern, such as has been demonstrated using sectored ultrasound [3] [4] and laser based methods [5] , can allow for feedbackguided targeting of arbitrarily-shaped ablation regions resulting in minimal damage to healthy tissue.
While motion of a probe along and about its axis is important for guided application of therapies, initial orientation and placement of the probe in a target region can also benefit from robotic approaches. MRI robots designed for prostate interventions have shown high targeting precision in the past [6] - [9] and Ho et al. has shown the ability to control a dexterous SMA surgical robot inside of an MRI bore [10] . Other work has explored MRI-guided neurosurgery within the scanner room without performing procedures in the scanner bore during live imaging [11] . Expanding on this previous work and combining robotic probe alignment with robotic in-bore manipulation has the potential to streamline stereotactic procedures and improve accuracy.
To enable future contributions in this area of stereotactic procedures guided by feedback from live MR imaging, in this work we present the mechanical design and validation of a 7 degree of freedom (DOF) MRI compatible stereotactic neurosurgery robot. This work represents a fully re-designed and updated version of a 5-DOF robotic stereotactic frame previously presented by Li et al. [12] which was used for The registration frames and motions of the developed robot. A fiducial z-frame placed under the robot's base is used for MRI registration and an optical frame is used for accuracy assessment registration.
initial phantom studies. The contributions of this work are an updated kinematic design, the addition of a 2-DOF end effector for inserting and orienting a needle-based sectored ultrasound ablation probe, re-design of all mechanical components for improved robustness, a comprehensive evaluation of the robot's accuracy based on ISO-9328 standard, and an evaluation of the robot's MRI compatibility. This work was carried out in preparation for pre-clinical animal studies which are currently in progress.
II. MECHANICAL DESIGN
The robot is designed as a remote center of motion (RCM) mechanism with 7-DOF. These 7-DOF can be grouped into 3 modules each with an independent function:
• A 3-DOF Cartesian module, with translations labeled t x ,t y , and t z in Fig. 2 , for positioning the robot's RCM point at a target location.
• A 2-DOF remote center orientation module, with rotations labeled R x and R y in Fig. 2 , which aligns the axis of the needle or probe to pass through a burr hole (typically drilled by the surgeon prior to placing the patient in the scanner bore).
• A 2-DOF needle driver module, with translation labeled Probe Insertion and rotation labeled R z in Fig. 2 , for inserting the needle or probe to a desired depth and orientating probes with directionally applied therapies. Each of these modules is either new or has been considerably updated from our previous conceptual prototype [12] . The changes made, and the motivations for making these changes, are as follows: The 3-DOF Cartesian module has been re-designed with a mechanism which couples the motions t y and t z allowing for a 45mm lower workspace which reduces collisions between the ablation probe and MRI bore. This module also now uses lead screws driven by rotary ultrasonic motors as opposed to linear Piezo LEGS R motors, this is a less fragile design which can be geared to overcome the resistance created by cabling and cooling lines needed for an ablation probe. The 2-DOF needle driver module is a new addition which allows for in-bore probe manipulation to orient and target directional therapies. Furthermore, these two modules, along with the 2-DOF RCM module, have been redesigned to be machined from the durable and rigid thermoplastic Polyetherimide (PEI). The result of this is a stronger, more reliable, and more rigid device than our previous rapid-prototyped designs. The specifics of each of these new designs follows.
The Cartesian module uses a parallel linkage mechanism which results in coupling of motions t y and t z . This mechanism, whose kinematics are shown in Fig. 5 , has two prismatic joints which are moved along a pair of 12mm anodized aluminum linear-rails with plastic bearings (AWM-12 and RJUM-21-12, igus Inc., East Providence, RI, USA) by a pair of 10mm aluminum lead screws with plastic nuts (PTGSG-10x2-01-R-AL and WSRM-2215TR10x2, igus Inc.). The position of each joint is measured by quadrature encoders (EM1-0-500-N, US Digital, Vancouver, Washington) with a resolution of 500 lines per inch (0.013mm/count). This parallel linkage design has been adapted from an MRI guided robot used in clinical trials of prostate biopsies [13] . This design takes advantage of the spacious MRI bore length and restrictive MRI bore height and width. It has been updated from the design presented in [13] to use two lead screws which are not co-axial and each run the entire length of the linear rails, allowing for expanded motion of the robot along t z . The final translation of the Cartesian module, t x , is a decoupled motion driven directly by lead screw. Two lead screws synced together by a timing belt are used, one on either end of the linear rails used for the t z /t y prismatic joints. The 3 axes in the Cartesian module are actuated by 3 piezoelectric ultrasonic motors (USR30-NM, Fukoku Co., Ageo-shi, Japan).
The rotation R x of the 2-DOF remote center orientation module is a pure revolute motion. The axis is actuated by an ultrasonic motor (USR45-NM, Fukoku Co.) through a 4.11:1 ratio of brass and aluminum gearing. The rotation R y is remotely located at a point which intersects R x using a parallel linkage mechanism whose kinematics are shown in Fig. 6 . A single joint of the linkage is actuated using an ultrasonic motor (USR30-S4N, Shinsei Corp., Tokyo, Japan) through a 60:1 gear reduction. The parallel constraints of the mechanism directly map this rotation to the RCM point. This design allows for orienting our end effector over the patient's head using a compact mechanism which places the motor in its base as opposed to throughout its links; moving the actuators away from the imaging region is done to minimize image quality degradation. Rotation angles for R x and R y are measured directly by quadrature encoders (EM1-0-1250-N, US Digital) with 1250CPR resolution (0.072
• /count) placed after their gear reductions to avoid measurement errors related to backlash.
The 2-DOF needle driver module has prismatic joint probe insertion driven along an aluminum linear rail (DryLin TK-04-12 TWE, igus Inc.) by an aluminum lead screw and plastic nut (PTGSG-10x2-01-R-AL and WSRM-2215TR10x2, igus Inc.). For rotation R z , a plastic gear is attached to the probe which mates to the rotation motor. The probe assembly, R z drive gear, a cannula, and a depth stop are made to be sterilized and attached by the surgeon following draping of the robot, these components can be seen in Fig. 4 . Insertion and rotation are driven by ultrasonic motors (USR30-S4N, Shinsei Corp.) with orientation of R z measured using a 1250CPR encoder (EM1-0-1250-N, US Digital) placed
The kinematics of the parallel linkage mechanism used for coupled vertical translation and translation along the MRI bore.
before the gearing and probe insertion measured directly using a reflective encoder with 300 lines per inch resolution (0.021mm/count). A fiducial frame, referred to as a Z-frame, is placed underneath the base platform for registration of the robot to the MRI scanner's coordinate frame. Automated detection and registration with this type of frame has been demonstrated with translational accuracy of 1.00 ± 0.73 mm and angulation error of 1.41
• ± 1.06
• [14] . The frame is made of 3 z-shaped sets of 3 fiducial markers each (MR-SPOTS #121, Beekley Medical) placed inside a 3D printed frame attached beneath the robot base. Attachment points for reflective optical tracking markers were also included on the precisely machined base platform for bench-top calibration and accuracy assessment. These two reference frames are parallel to each other with known spatial offsets and are shown in Fig. 2 
A. Kinematics
The range of motions for the axes in Fig. 2 are quantified in Table I . These ranges resulted from the constraints of the MRI bore and patient position seen in Fig. 1 , conclusions from a previous 5-DOF neurosurgery robot by Li et al. [12] , and from conversations with clinical advisors. As mentioned previously, with the exception of t y , t z , and R y , all motions on the robot are either pure prismatic or revolute joints with trivial kinematic representations. Likewise, the motion of R y can be considered a pure revolute joint acting at the RCM point. Fig. 6 demonstrates visually how the parallel constraints of the robot arm, in combination with the axis R x : A side view of the 2-DOF orientation module used to orient the probe using a parallel linkage mechanism. The rotation R y , produced at the actuated joint of the linkages, is offset to a point which intersects the rotation R x due to the parallel constraints imposed by the mechanism.
being collinear with one of the mechanism's parallel sides, causes this behavior. The t y and t z coupled motion of the Cartesian module's parallel mechanism are explained by the following forward kinematics derived based on Fig. 5 :
(1)
Variables with subscript 0 indicate the initial home position of the robot. Y 0 RCM and Z 0 RCM are measured explicitly using the procedure described in Section III of this paper. Eqs. 1-3 describe how the height, Y RCM , is determined by the separation between the two actuated prismatic joints of the mechanism. Eq. 4 determines t z translation of the RCM point of the robot by the motion of the prismatic joints, ∆z sup and ∆z inf . Due to the motion of the prismatic joints relative to each other the range of motion, t z , is dependent on height, t y . In Table I , t z is the maximum translation when the parallel mechanism is at t y = 0 (the bottom of vertical travel); t z 2 is the maximum translation when t y = 44.23mm (the top of vertical travel).
III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
To verify that the developed mechanical system is ready for pre-clinical trials, validation of the robot's accuracy, repeatability, and it's effect on image quality were performed. Accuracy assessment was conducted outside of the MRI as greater measurement resolution could be achieved with non-MR measurement systems. Assessment of the robot's effect on image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and distortion was conducted inside the MRI using a recently developed MRI phantom.
A. Accuracy Assessment
Accuracy assessment was conducted using a 6-camera optical tracking system (Optitrack Flex 13, Natural Point Inc., Corvallis, Oregon). Camera calibration was performed immediately prior to testing with a mean 3D re-projection error of 0.2mm or less. A 3-marker tracking tool was constructed to fit on the robot in place of the ablation probe. The tool included a 220mm long 6.5mm aluminum rod with a straightness of 0.018mm placed along the probe axis with 6.5mm reflective marker balls attached concentrically at either end. This rod was considered as ground-truth for the probe axis. A third and final marker ball was attached to the tool offset from probe axis by 40mm. Three additional reflective balls were attached at precise positions on the robot base to determine the ground plane as shown in Fig. 7 .
Since the robot is designed as an RCM mechanism, localization of the RCM point relative to the robot base was performed along with an assessment of the RCM's quality using a pivot calibration described in [15] . This procedure was conducted with motions t x , t y , and t z at their home positions. The robot's rotation R x was positioned in 10
• increments while the rotation R y was swept back and forth through its range of motion. By measuring the tracking tool position, p = p x p y p z , and rotation matrix, R tool , the R y sweep defines a 3x1 vector (b tip ) from the tracking tool frame to the RCM point along with a 3x1 vector (b post ) from optical frame to the RCM point (Fig. 7) . Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 explains the procedure:
The rows of matrix [R tool − I] and −p are expanded for n number of data points. A pseudo-inverse of Eq. 6 gives the least squares best fit for the vectors b tip and b post . With these values, we can calculate the pivot calibration RMS error by subtracting the measured tool position from the expected position across all sample points.
Accuracy and repeatability were assessed based on the ISO 9283 standard for manipulating industrial robots [16] under section pose accuracy and repeatability. The tests were reported as mean error µ for accuracy and 3 times the standard deviation 3σ for repeatability. Mean error is the distance between the mean of n data points and the target point. Position assessment was done by visiting five targets (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5) 30 times each in the order: P5 through P1. These positions were chosen as to reside on a plane diagonally bisecting the maximum workspace and as defined by the ISO standard, these points are labeled in Fig. 10 . For orientation, similar methods were used to define and test five targets (O1, O2, O3, O4, and O5) where
During the orientation test, the robot position is placed at P1. Rotation axis R z and insertion axis P i were tested independently by similarly choosing 5 target points that represents the workspace.
B. MRI Compatibility
To assess the robot's effect on MRI imaging, tests of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and distortion were carried out using a Philips Achieva 3T scanner at the University of Massachusetts (UMASS) Medical School in Worcester, Ma. Image quality was assessed using a 90mm×90mm×60mm gelatin filled phantom (mixed 15:1 water:gelatin by weight) similar to the one used in [17] . The top 45mm of the phantom is a homogeneous region to assess SNR while the bottom 15mm is a grid of 12.5mm × 12.5mm squares to assess distortion. Tests were conducted in 4 different conditions:
• Baseline: The robot and its controllers are not present in the MRI room.
• Robot Present: The robot is placed inside the MRI bore and connected to its controller. The controller is powered off.
• Robot Powered: The robot is present inside the MRI bore, is connected to its controller, and its controller is powered on. The motors are not moving.
• Robot Moving: The robot is present inside the MRI bore, is connected to its controller, and the needle driver motors, those for R z and Probe Insertion, are running continuously. The phantom was placed in the robot's targeting region and was not moved between testing conditions. When present in the MRI bore, it was positioned with axes R x , R z , t x , and t y in the middle of their respective ranges of motions, probe insertion was placed fully inserted, and t z was placed close to its home position. This configuration is representative of where the robot would be during a typical procedure.
For each of these conditions, image quality was assessed using two standard imaging sequences; they were selected as standard T1 and T2-weighted sequences used for American College of Radiology (ACR) quality control tests. The parameters used for these scans are shown in Table II . Images were acquired using Philips SENSE Flex-M coils positioned as shown in Fig. 8 . T1 and T2 scans were repeated twice for each condition, except for the baseline where they were repeated three times.
SNR was calculated in a similar manner as for the device in [9] , [17] based on NEMA standard [18] . Described briefly, in each image slice, s, containing the homogeneous section of the phantom a region of interest (ROI) is selected within said homogeneous section. Given two scan sequences, I and J, taken under the same test conditions a difference image is calculated for each slice by subtracting the pixel intensities, p, within the ROI of image I from those of the same ROI in image J. The noise, N , for a given slice is calculated based on the standard deviation of this difference image using Eq. 7, where u and v are the pixel indices which span the read encode and phase encode directions of the ROI [17] . Signal is calculated as the mean pixel intensity from within the ROI of both scan sequences as shown in Eq. 8. The SNR of a given slice is calculated by Eq. 9. Fig. 9 : Calibration of the RCM point using sweeping motion of the robot's pitch axis at 10
• increments of the robot's yaw axis. The RCM point is determined using a pivot calibration.
For each test condition, SNR values across all slices of the homogeneous region were compared to the first baseline condition using a paired t-test in analytics software IBM SPSS to determine if a statically significant change in the mean had occurred.
Distortion effects are also important to analyze due to the potential for induced eddy currents and paramagnetic artifacts from the robot's structure. To quantify any warping of the image, cross sections of the grid region were thresholded and the centroids of the individual squares found via image processing in OpenCV. The positions of these centroids in baseline and robot moving conditions are then compared to quantify any skewing of the image.
IV. RESULTS

A. Accuracy
At the robot home position, the pivot calibration calculated the RCM point RMS error and position, b post , as referenced from the optical tracking frame to be:
RMS error = 0.7 0.7 1.3 mm.
b post = 208.3 152.5 −140.8 mm Fig. 9 illustrates the collected pivot calibration tool positions, p, along with projections of the probe axis pointing to the derived RCM point. Table III summarizes the mean RMS error, µ p , and standard deviation for position accuracy of each target points P1 through P5 of the ISO 9283 standard.
µ p is the total x-y-z position error in the global coordinate frame. The largest µ p is 1.37mm, at P3, which is the furthest away from the home position in the t z direction. By translating along t z (P5-P1-P3), a systematic error in positioning can be deduced. The standard deviation (σ p ) is better than the accuracy for all points P5 through P1.The largest standard deviation is 0.04mm at P4 and P5. Mean position errors and standard deviations for the individual axis tx, ty, and tz were taken as µ tx , σ tx , µ ty , σ ty , µ tz , and σ tz . • . The largest rotation standard deviation (σ Rz ) is 0.43
• . Reduced repeatability in this axis was expected since the need for the surgeon to easily insert the probe and align its gear resulted in a looser mesh between gears.
Table VI summarizes the insertion axis (Pi) accuracy test results. The highest insertion mean error (µ P i ) is −0.06mm. The highest insertion standard deviation (σ P i ) is 0.05mm. Unlike the standard 30 iterations, only 10 iterations were taken for the insertion test.
B. Image Quality
Compared to the first baseline condition, SNR in T1 weighted scans showed no significant change in the second baseline condition or the robot present condition (p = 0.495 and p = 0.82 respectively). Statistically significant changes in SNR were seen with the robot powered on, (p = 0.04) causing a reduction in mean SNR of 2.9%, and with the robot moving, (p = 0.00) with a mean reduction of 10.3%.
SNR in T2 weighted scans showed a near significant change between baseline scans (p = 0.06). This was caused by a slight shift in the phantom position between image sets used in the noise calculation of Eq. 7 by a couple millimeters. This issue did not occur in any other condition. No statistical difference was seen in the robot present and robot powered on conditions (p = 0.90 and p = 0.44 respectively). A statistically significant decrease in SNR was observed when the motors were moving (p = 0.02) with an average reduction of 6.7% over the first baseline scan. Finally MRI images were checked for signs of distortion or shadows caused by the presence of the robot inside the MRI machine. Visual inspection showed no warping of the images or blacked-out regions. Representative images from the T1-weighted scan are shown in Fig. 12 . Regions with casting defects in the phantom which influenced the centroid calculation, such as the bottom left corner in Fig.  11 were excluded. The mean distance between centroids in the images with and without the robot present were found to be on average 0.1mm with a maximum deviation of 0.2mm indicating minimal to no distortion. 
V. DISCUSSION
We have presented the design and mechanical validation of a 7-DOF neurosurgery robot for the alignment and inbore manipulation of needle-based therapies. This work was conducted to transition our initial prototypes used in phantom studies to a device capable of beginning pre-clinical animal trials. Design elements such as the parallel linkage mechanism used in our Cartesian module were the result of a need for a strong but compact vertical lift mechanism. This form factor takes advantage of the limited space between the patient and MRI bore, combining two axes of motion and providing a wide base for supporting the orientation arm and a newly developed needle driver. The needle driver is capable of precisely positioning and orienting the needle or probe, allowing for in-bore manipulation. The robot is constructed with considerations for sterilization and draping procedures, largely made of polyetherimide plastics and other materials compatible with autoclave, gas, and desiccation sterilization. Bench-top experiments were conducted demonstrating high repeatability for probe tip position, orientation, rotation, and insertion. The systematic positional errors of ≤ 1.37mm could be reduced by applying a correction offset in future work; thus making the accuracy closer to the repeatability. Tests in the MRI showed minimal effect on images under most test conditions. No evidence of paramagnetic artifacts, such as distorted or blacked-out regions, were seen in any of the cases. Tests of SNR showed no reduction caused by the robot's presence and minimal (< 3%) reduction when powered on. Reductions in SNR were seen in scans with the needle driver running (≤ 10.3%), however, this compares favorably with previous robots using piezoelectric actuators [12] and off-the-shelf use of piezoelectric actuators [19] . A focus on well-shielded cabling and filtered DC-power lines likely contributed to these improvements.
Overall this work provides a hardware platform for expanded research into live MRI-guided probe or needle based neural interventions. The focus of this paper has been on interstitial ultrasound ablation, however, other therapies such as laser-based ablative devices and deep brain stimulation electrode placement could also benefit from precise needle placement using a robotic stereotactic frame.
